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FTAT aer (General Instructions) -

Examinees are required to answer in their own words as far as practicable.

TRAT I HEAT 19 1
The total number of questions is 19.

Question number 1 to Question number 7 are very short answer type

questions. Answer any five of these questions in at most one sentence. Each

question carries 2 marks.

TRT HT 8 H TRA HET 14 T5 TNT TR7 EI F7À H fret 5 TRT MT

Question number 8 to Question number 14 are short answer type questions.

Answer any five of these questions in at most 50 words. Each question carries

3 marks.

3HT 3faH 100 t aifGui d gra I ATT 5 3I4T Autfa *1

Question number 15 to Question number 19 are long answer type questions.

Answer any three of these questions in at most 100 words. Each question

carries 5 marks.
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T- A 3fA FTiT T7

Section-A Very short answer type questions

Answer any five from the following questions.

1. FHHT 3TTEA BT uNHTTYT GTI
Define Macroeconomics.

2. fafcatT t uftTfta GT
Define Investment.

When was the Reserve Bank of India established?

4. RrH GYT ?
What is Direct Tax?

Why the repayment of loans is capital receipts?

6. MPC I HIT 0.3 at MPS HT AT ET?
If the value of MPC is 0.3 then what will be the value of MPS?

What do you understand by closed economy?

Section-B Short answer type questions.

Answer any five from the following questions.

Write any three characteristics of capitalist economy.

Mention any three functions of a commercial bank.

Differentiate between Final goods and Intermediate goods.
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What is Marginal Propensity to Consume? How is it related with Marginal Propensity

to Save?

What do you understand by Economic agents? Give examples.

Explain the term Revenue Account.

llustrate open economy with example.

-C 3H Ta

Section-C Long answer type questions

Answer any three from the following questions.

15.T A JuAT 3FTE fafer zT auta GUI
Explain Product Method of calculating National Income.

Calculate Net Value added from following data

(T T HH (Lakh Rupees)

a) fa (Sale) 200

b) he HTC (Purchasing of Raw material) 050

c) 3ifa Fis (Final stock) 15

d) HNTHT FE (Initial Stock) 10

e) HT T 37HTOT (Consumption of Fixed capital)) 10

Explain the demand for money for speculative motive.

AT9t at ufrTea AfsTI (1+4)

What is meant by supply of money? Define the alternative measures of supply of

money published by Reserve Bank of India.

Explain parametric shift in a straight line with graph.
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Model Question Paper

HE-2 (Set-2)

qar-12 a-37FT UTTE5-40 HHT-1:30 ac
(Class-12) (Sub-Economics) (F.M-40) (Time- 1:30 hours)

HTAT der (General Instructions)-

Examinees are required to answer in their own words as far as practicable.

a HT 19 1
The total number of questions is 19.

Question number 1 to Question number 7 are very short answer type

questions. Answer any five of these questions in at most one sentence. Each

question carries 2 marks.

Question number 8 to Question number 14 are short answer type questions

Answer any five of these questions in at most 50 words. Each question carries

3 marks.

3R 31dH 100 ci À aifsTI 9TŽs 77 HIT 5 31% Auifa I
Question number 15 to Question number 19 are long answer type questions.

Answer any three of these questions in at most 100 words. Each question

carries 5 marks.
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Section-A Very short type questions

Answer any five from the following questions.

1. 37f7 vdt ala atd ?
Who are the economic agents?

2. Tg HTY RTT ASTI
Define National Income

3. TC 3qua (CRR) 3TT F4T FATÀ ?
What do you understand by cash reserve ratio?

What do you understand by Government budget?

5. TTFT ATTT T 3TT T FHTA E?

What do you understand by Revenue Receipt?

6. HH HT FAT ?
What is aggregate demand?

What is balance of trade?

Section-B Short answer type questions.

Answer any five from the following questions.

8. 1929. fara HFIHCT T Toia Afsui
Describe the Great depressiorn of world of 1929.

Describe any one demerit of barter system of exchange.

10.74T 3ET8TUT HTET HHTT|

llustrate Direct Tax with example.

Define Stock and Flow variables.

12. HA 37rAMET 25 37 FAFAIUI

llustrate the meaning of Macroeconomics.
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13.H4 ATOT C fafGUTI

Mention the components of the Aggregate Demand.

Write the components of Current Account of the Balance of Payment.

Section- C Long answer type question

Answer any three from the following questions.

Differentiate between Real flow and Monetary flow.

Calculate GDPc by Income method from following data.

(RtS FTT #) (Crore Rupees)

a) afrat ufafT (Remuneration of Employee) 13300

b) 1G (Interest ) 1500

c) T1 (Rent) 1000

d)aTT(Profit)
e) FaxTT ÀAAT 3TT

1500

(Mixed Income from self-employment) 16100

f HRTT (Indirect Tax) 800

g)HERAT (Subsidy) 300

17.401 r qujta Afvi
Explain the functions of Money.

Explain the difference between commercial bank and central bank.

3 Efr AfTUI
Explain the effect of change in MPC (Marginal Propensity to Consume) on aggregate

demand with a suitable graph.
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Tot-12 a-3rIFT UTT-40 HHT-1:30

(Class-12) (Sub-Economics) (F.M-40) (Time-1:30 hours)

HTHT ar (General Instructions)-

Examinees are required to answer in their own words as far as practicable.

a HT 19 1
The total number of questions is 19.

Question number 1 to Question number 7 are very short answer type

questions. Answer any five of these questions in at most one sentence. Each

question carries 2 marks.

Question number 8 to Question number 14 are short answer type questions

Answer any five of these questions in at most 50 words. Each question carries

3 markS.

3R 31dH 100 ai À aifGTI 9TŽ7 TT AIT 5 3% Aia $I

Question number 15 to Question number 19 are long answer type questions.

Answer any three of these questions in at most 100 words. Each question

carries 5 marks.
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5-A TA 7NT y

Section-A Very short type questions

Answer any five from the following questions.

1. 3Te5 3HATFA TT f TET T $?

Who is known as father of modern economics?

2. TT3 ATY Ma arut ATA faraTi

Name the three methods of measuring National Income.

3. 3HTT Ty YaTF À SIARyUT T HUT FAT ?
What is injection in circular flow of income?

4. HaT T uRATT ZifGTI

Define Money.

5. Far 37HtT a uftaTdeT AfGTI

Define autonomous consumption.

What do you understand by capital receipt?

lustrate the concept of Import.

Section-B Short answer type questions.

Answer any five from the following questions.

Describe the external sector of the economy from the point of view of

Macroeconomics.

What is the difference between Trade surplus and Trade deficit?

Tlustrate the concept of capital goods with example.

11. TTRTHAT ZE THT À HTT FAT HAFA ? 3418TUT À FYE AIfGTI

What do you understand by 'double coincidence of wants'? llustrate with example.
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What is the difference between Ex ante consumption and Ex post consumption?

What is public goods? How is it different from private goods?

What is balance of trade? What are its types?

Section-C Long answer type questions

Answer any three from the following questions.

15. fAaffa at ufrenfea AfsTU

Define the following terms-

(a) HErRT 3THTE (Gross domestic product) (b) HETF (Depreciation)

(c) 37aFT a¥T (Consumer goods)

Calculate National Income by expenditure method from following data.

RTE H.) (Crore Rupees)

a) faot 3ifAA 37AT (Private Final Consumption) 500

b) FTPTRT t T (Government Final Expenditure) 50

c)fit fada ar (Private Investment Expenditure)

d) eia (Net Export)

50

2

e) a33TT h (Net Indirect Tax) 10
) face ITT T HTETT HTT (Net factor income from abroad) )50
g ET (Depreciation)) 20

How do commercial banks create credit? Explain.

Explain Open Market Operations' policy of RBI

19.Tu T? T aRT MPC À Tatr aTET TTI
What is multiplier? Explain the relationship between Multiplier and the MPC.
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HTST TRYA

Model Question Paper

HT-4 (Set-4)

qar-12 fa-37TET qut-40 HH-1:30
(Class-12) (Sub-Economics) (F.M-40) (Time-1:30 hours)

HTATTRr (General Instructions)

Examinees are required to answer in their own words as far as practicable.

R HAT 19 I
The total number of questions is 19.

Question number 1 to Question number 7 are very short answer type

questions. Answer any five of these questions in at most one sentence. Each

question carries 2 marks.

Question number 8 to Question number 14 are short answer type questions.

Answer any five of these questions in at most 50 words. Each question carries

3 marksS.

Question number 15 to Question number 19 are long answer type questions.

Answer any three of these questions in at most 100 words. Each question

carries 5 marks.
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Section-A Very short answer type questions

Answer any five from the following questions.

In capitalist economy, economic decisiorns are taken by whom?

2. faffrarufrRTATI
Define Investment.

3. H r 341 (GDP) 3tT FHT TIET 3FYI& (GNP) Å FT 3iFT *?

What is the difference between Gross Domestic Product and Gross National

Product?

4. HT HTT S zaRT ST IAT?
By whom is credit creation done?

5. 7 HHTa 37HT Haf (MPC) HI 1 HTA TaA Tqa (MPS) HTT FT

ETT?

If the value of MPC is 1 then what will be the value of MPS?

6. 31F78T qfHTTAA AfGTI

Define indirect tax.

What do you understand by foreign investment?

U5-B ERTT R
Section-B Short answer type questions.

Answer any five from the following questions.

Describe the 'Firm sector of the economy from the point of view of macroeconomics.

9. 3Tf7 faarr AIRAT UGNT FT ASTI
llustrate the classical tradition of economic thought.

llustrate with an example that Tea' can be both final and intermediate goods

Money is said to be unit of account'. What does this statement mean?
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What is the difference between Ex ante Investment and Ex post Investment?

Write down the objectives of government budget.

How does foreign trade affect the aggregate demand of a country?

Section-C Long answer type questions

Answer any three from the following questions.

15.ft-fdTea 9frATTT Gv.
Define the following terms-

(a) HT T (lnventory) (6) aIST (Interest) (c) Ta saer (Net Investment)

Explain the expenditure method of measurement of National Income.

What is Money Multiplier? How is its value determined?

What is Bank Rate? How does Bank Rate affect money supply?

19.3 T 37ryFT faT 34HAT 7et C = 50 0.4Y a FATTa aTAT À 100

If the consumption function of an economy is C = 50 +0.4 Y, then calculate the

increment in equilibrium income due to increase in autonomous investment by rupee

100 crore.JA
C UPDATE
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Model Question Paper

HE-5 (Set-5)

qar-12 fa-37TES quta-40 HH-1:30
(Class-12) (Sub-Economics) (F.M-40) (Time-1:30 hours)

HMAI ar(General Instructions)-

Examinees are required to answer in their own words as far as practicable.

R HAT 19 I
The total number of questions is 19.

Question number 1 to Question number 7 are very short answer type

questions. Answer any five of these questions in at most one sentence. Each

question carries 2 marks.

Question number 8 to Question number 14 are short answer type questions.

Answer any five of these questions in at most 50 words. Each question carries

3 marksS.

Question number 15 to Question number 19 are long answer type questions.

Answer any three of these questions in at most 100 words. Each question

carries 5 marks.
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Section-A Very short answer type questions

Answer any five from the following questions.

Who wrote the book named The General Theory of Employment, Interest and

Money?

What does planned accumulation in inventory mean?

Write any one difference between Central Bank and Commercial Bank.

4. yRATT NTGTI

Define Tax.

5. 37Ht4AT aFT[3A 3ATT FT HA E?

What do you understand by consumer goods?

6. r urs A URUT H a?
Who introduced the concept of Investment Multiplier?

7. HaYT F E??

What is devaluation?

Section-B Short answer type questions

Answer any five from the following questions.

Describe the role of government in the economy of a country.

Who are the economic agents in macroeconomics? How do they differ from individual

economic agents?

llustrate with an example that capital goods increase the efficiency of workers.
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Mention three assets other than Money that perform the function of store of value.

What is the difficulty in doing store of value work by these assets?

12. v &Rr T 34itaT 5ca C = 100 0.8 Y 5H 34atT 7 aaTEAT AGTI

C 100+ 0.8 Y is the consumption function of a country. Explain this consumption

function.

Public goods are supplied only by the government. Why?

Describe invisible items of balance of trade.

Section-C Long answer type questions

Answer any three from the following questions.

Explain two sector model of circular flow of national income.

Whether the following items are included in calculation of national income? Give

reason.

(a) Old age pension (b) Value of free house given to a government employee

Explain any two functions of Central Bank.

Explain the difference between demand deposit and time deposit. Why is demand

deposit called form of money?

19.fAaaRaT I faNTeTaHTET TEAT ATI
Explain the 'Paradox of Thrift'
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JHARKHAND COUNCIL OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND TRAINING, RANCHI
SECOND TERM EXAM 2021-2022

CLASS XII

ENGLISH CORE
MODEL QUESTION PAPER

Time: 1 % hours Set-1 Marks:40
General Instructions:

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
All the answers must be correctly numbered as in the question paper..

ii. All parts of a question must be written together.
Answers of the questions must be in the context of the instructions give therein.iv.

Section A

Read the passage given below:

Alexander, the son of King Philip, was the ruler of Macedonia in Greece. In the course of his
victories abroad, he thought of conquering India. At the head of a large army, he crossed the river
Indus at Ohind in 327 B.C. After conquering some small kingdoms in the North- West, hc
confronted Porus who was the ruler in one of the states in Punjab. In the battle of Hydaspes
(Jhelum) Porus was defeated. Alexander advanced up to Beas when his forces refused to go further.

On his way back, he died at Babylon in 323 B.C.

The Greek authority in north - west India vanished soon after Alexander's death, but the episode
had important consequences. It gave strength to the movement for political unification of India
under a strong central government. It also marked the beginning of continuous contacts between
the two ancient civilizations of India and Greece

Answer any five questions in short. 2x5-10
1. Who was Alexander?
2. Whom did Alexander defeat and in which battle?
3. When did he has to go back to Greece?
4. Where and when did he die?

5. What were the important consequences of the Greek rule in the north -west India?
6. Give the opposite of a. defeated b. refused
7. Make sentences with following words a. son b. kingdom
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Section B

Attempt any two of the following questions in not more than 100 words: 5x2-10

8. You are Rahul /Richa, the Cultural Secretary of M.B. Inter College, Ranchi. You are

going to organize a farewell programme for the students of class 12. Write a notice giving
relevant information to the students about the programme.

9. Lack ofjob opportunities in the rural areas, is forcing people to migrate to cities. Every
big city thus has a number of slums in it. Life in these slums is miserable. Write a letter to

the Editor of a national newspaper on hoW we can improve the living conditions in these
slums. You are Meena/Manish, M-114, Main Road, Ranchi.

10. You are Manav /Manisha, the Sports Secretary ofyour school. Last week a yoga
awareness programme was organized in your school. Write a report on the programme to

be published in your school magazine.

Section C

Attempt any five ofthe following questions: Write answers in not more than 50 words. 3x5-15

11.Name the poet of the poem "A thing of Beauty". List the things ofbeauty mentioned in
the poem.

12. What was the plea of the folk who had put up the roadside stand?
13.Who was Edla? What doubts did she have about the peddler?
14. Who was Raj Kumar Shukla? Why is he deseribed as being 'resolute'?
15. Sophie and Jansie were class- mates and friends. What were the differences between

them that show up in the story?

16.Who is Annan? What advice did he offer Bama?
17.What was Roger Skunk's problem? How was he treated by the other woodland creatures?

Section D

Answer any one of the following questions in not more than 100 words: 5x1-5

18.In the story "The Rattrap " what made the peddler finally change his ways?

19.What activities did Bama witness on her way back from school?
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JHARKHAND COUNCIL OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND TRAINING, RANCHI

SECOND TERM EXAM 2021-2022
CLASS XII

ENGLISH CORE
MODEL QUESTION PAPER

Time: 1 2 hours set 2 Marks:40

General Instructions:

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
All the answers must be correctly numbered as in the question paper.
All parts of a question must be written together.

Answers of the questions must be in the context of the instructions give therein.

1.

i.

iii.

iv.

Section A

Read the following passage carefully:

The watermelon is thought to have originated in Africa's Kalahari Desert. Believe it or not, the

first recorded watermelon harvest is believed to have occurred nearly 5000 years ago in Egypt and

has even been depicted in Egyptian hieroglyphics on the walls of their ancient buildings. The fruit,

which is actually a vegetable, a relative of the cucumber, was often placed in the burial tombs of
kings to provide them nourishment in the afterlife. Today, this fruit has spread to different
countries and can be found on all continents except Antarctica. The watermelon is a healthy, sweet
and refreshing fruit.

Nutritionists have long appreciated the health benefits which the watermelon provides and the
American Heart Association recently recognised watermelon's nutritional properties, giving it the
"heart healthy 'seal of approval. Now research has shed new light on its potential health benefits.
Lycopene, which is an antioxidant that may help reduce the risks of cancer and other diseases, is

present in high concentration in watermelon. A study conducted by researchers at Harvard
University found that men who ate lycopene rich diets of tomatoes and tomato produets had lower
risk of developing certain cancers, especially prostate cancer. Apart from lycopene, watermelon is

a good source of Potassium, Vitamin C and Vitamin A. In China, physicians recommended the
fruit to build body fluids, moisten the intestines and decrease thirst. It helps to detoxify the body

and remove excess heat. This in turn, reduces the incidence of cancer sores, kidney and urinary
infection, kidney stones and dysentery.

Naturopathie medicine uses watermelon seeds to relieve urinary pain and to facilitate passage of
urine. The seeds help to soothe the kidney and the bladder, reducing inflammation.
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Answer any five of the following questions: 2x5-10

1. When and where did the earliest recorded watermelon harvest take place?
Why was watermelon placed in burial chambers?

3. What is the opinion of the American Heart Association about the fruit?
4. What is the role of lycopene in this fruit?
5. What did Harvard University find in watermelon?
6. What medicinal properties of watermelon influenced Chinese physicians to recommend

.

it?
7. For what are watermelon seeds used?

Section B

Answer any two of the following questions in not more than 100 words: 5x2-10

8. You are Karuna/ Karan, a student of class 12. Last day, during lunch break you misplaced
your note book on chemistry lectures. You want to get it back. Write a notice for the school
notice board.

9. Games and sports are not given as much importance in the country as is given to academics.
Write a letter to the Editor of a national daily on the importance of sports and games and
on the need to create awareness about it. You are Sunita / Sameer of 223/D, Main Road,
Ranchi.

10. Last week on your way to school, you witnessed an incident of chain snatching near your
school. A couple of senior students of your school chased the snatched, caught him and

handed him over to the police. Write a report on this daring act for your school magazine.
You are Amar /Amrita.

Section C

Answer any five of the following questions in not more than 50 words: 3x5-15

11. What did the peasants pay the British landlords as rent? What did the British now want?
12. What gift did the peddler leave for Edla and why was she happy to see it?
13. Did Sophie really meet Danny Casey? Why didn't Sophie want Jansie to know about her

story with Danny?
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14. What makes human beings love life in spite of troubles and sufferings, according to the
poet of 'A Thing of Beauty'?

15. What is the 'childish longing ' the poet refers to in the poem 'A Roadside Stand'? Why is

it vain?
16. When did Bama first come to know about the social discrimination faced by the people of

her community?
17. What was the basic tale of all the stories told by Jack to his daughter, Jo?

Section D

Answer any one question in not more than 100 words: 5x1-5

18. Why did Derry wish to go back to Mr. Lamb?
19. What were the options that Sophie was dreaming of after school? Why does Jansie

discourage her from having such dreams?
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JHARKHAND COUNCIL OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND TRAINING, RANCHI

SECOND TERM EXAM 2021-2022

CLASS XII
ENGLISH CORE

MODEL QUESTION PAPER

Time: 1 % hours Set 3 Marks: 40

General Instructions:

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
All the answers must be correctly numbered as in the question paper

All parts of a question must be written together.

.
iii.

Answers of the questions must be in the context of the instructions give therein.iV.

Section A

Read the following passage carefully.

Bill believes in achieving his goal through hard work. He also believes that if you are intelligent
and know how to use your intelligence, you can reach your goals and targets. From his early days
Bill was ambitious, competitive and intelligent. These qualities helped him to attain a great
position in the profession he chose. Also, Bill was deemed by his peers and his teachers as the
smartest kid on campus. Bill's parents came to know about their son's intelligence and decided to

enroll him in a private school known for its intense academic environment. That was the most
important decision in the life of Bill Gates, where he was first introduced to computers. Bill Gates
and his friends were very much interested in computers and formed a 'Programmers Group 'in late
1968. Being in this group, they found a new way to apply their computer skills in the University
of Washington. In the next year, they got their first opportunity in Information Sciences Inc in

which they were selected as programmers. Information Sciences Inc agreed to give them royalties
whenever it made money from any of the group's programs. As a result of the business deal signed
with Infomation Sciences Inc, the group also became a legal business.

Upon graduating from Lakeside School, Bill enrolled in Harvard University in 1973, one of the
best universities in the country. He didn't know what to do so he enrolled his name for pre- law.

Within a year, Bill Gates dropped out of Harvard. Then he formed Microsoft. Microsoft's vision
is "A computer on every desk and Microsoft software on every computer". Bill is a visionary
person and works very hard to achieve his vision. His belief in high intelligence and hard work has
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put him where he is today. He does not believe in mere luck and God's grace, but just hard work
and competitiveness

Answer any five questions in short. 2x5=10

1. What does Bill believe in?
2. Which qualities helped Bill to attain a great position in the profession he chose?
3. What was the most important decision in Bill Gates' life?
4. How did Programmers Group' become a legal business?
5. From which school did Bill complete his graduation and in which university did he get

enrolled?

6. Which company did he form and what is the company's vision?
7. Write the opposite words of a. new b. hard.

Section B

Attempt any two of the following questions in not more than 100 words. 5x2-10

8. You are Dhruv/ Nidhi, Student Editor of your school magazine, The Buds'. Write a notice
to be placed on your school notice board, inviting short stories, articles, poems, etc., from
students of all classes for the school magazine. Give all necessary details.

9. You are Mahesh/Mohita of 345/H, Tribhuvan Nagar, Bokaro. Write a letter to M/s
Anubhavon Sales Corporations complaining about the poor performance of the washing
machine purchased from their showroom, mentioning clearly the specific problem you are

facing and the action you want.
10. You are Ram /Rajni. Write e report to be published in your school magazine on a recent

Book Fair you visited. Write about the stalls of the differet publishers that participated in

the fair. Don't forget to mention the cultural shows and other special features of the fair.

Section Cc

Answer any five of the following questions in not more than 50 words. 3x5-15

11. What image does the poet use to describe the beautiful bounty of theearth?
12. What did the city people complain about in the poem 'A Roadside Stand "?

13. How was the peddler treated at the crofter's cottage?
14. Why did Gandhiji agree to a settlement of 25 percent refund to the farmers?
15. How does Sophie include her brother Geoff in her fantasy of her future?
16. Why did the landlord's man ask Bama's brother on which street he lived?
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17. Why does Derry's mother not want him to go back to visit Mr. Lamb?

Section D

Answer any one question in not more than 100 words. 5x1

18. How did the Champaran episode bring social change in the lives of peasants?
19. How does Jo want the story to end and why?
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JHARKHAND COUNCIL OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND TRAINING, RANCHI

SECOND TERM EXAM 2021-2022

CLASS XII

ENGLISH CORE

MODEL QUESTION PAPER

Time: 1 % hours Set 4 Marks: 40

General Instructions:

. Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as
practicable.

All the answers must be correetly numbered as in the question paper.
All parts of a question must be written together.

ii.

ii.
iv. Answers of the questions must be in the context of the instructions given therein.

Section A

Read the passage carefully and answer any five from questions 1 to 7. 2x5-10

Gautam Buddha was one of the world's greatest religious teachers. He began life as a prince
named Siddhartha Gautam in northern India. His father was the king of Kapilvastu. At twelve,
he was sent away for schooling in the Hindu sacred scriptures and four years later he returned
home to marry a princess named Yashodhara. They had a son named Rahul and lived for ten
years as befitted royalty. At about the age of twenty-five he left his palace and at once became
a beggar and went out into the world to seek enlightenment concerning the sorrows that he had

witnessed. He wandered for seven years and met with saints, scholars and religious teachers
and finally sat down under a fig tree, where he vowed to stay until enlightenment came.
Enlightened after seven days, he renamed the tree the Bo Tree (Tree of Wisdom) and began to

teach and to share his new understandings. At that point he became known as the Buddha (the

Awakened or the Enlightened). The Buddha preached his first sermon at the city of Banaras,
most holy of the dipping places on the River Ganges; that sermon has been preserved. It reflects
the Buddha's wisdom about one inscrutable kind of suffering.

The Buddha said, "The life of mortals in this world is troubled and brief and combined with
pain". For there is not any means by which those that have been born can avoid dying, after
reaching old age there is death; of such a nature are living beings.

"Not from weeping nor from grieving will anyone obtain peace of mind; on the contrary, his
pain will be greater and his body will suffer. He will make himself sick and pale, yet the dead
are not saved by his lamentation. He who has drawn out the arrow and has become composed
will obtain peace of mind; he who has overcome all sorrow will become free from sorrow, and
be blessed."
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1. Who was Gautam Buddha'?
2. How did he become The Buddha?
3. Why did he leave his kingdom and at what age?
4. How long did he wander from place to place?
5. Who will overcome sorrow and be blessed?
6. Whom did Gautam marry?
7. Find out the words from the passage which mean the same as the following:

A state of high spiritual knowledge (para - 1)

Those bound to die (para - 2)

a.

b.

Section B

Answer any two of the following in not more than 100 words.

Questions (8-10). 5x2 100

8. You are Deepak Kumar, Secretary, History Society, D.A.V Dehradun. Write a notice
for the school notice-board inviting names for a trip to Puri.

9. You are disturbed by loud music played at night. Write a letter to the Editor of Times

of India expressing your feelings.
10. Write a report on fire accident that you have witnessed.

Section C

Answer any five of the following in not more than 50 words questions (11-17). 3x5-15

11. What are the things of beauty that give joy and happiness to man?
12. What was the plea of the folk who had put up the roadside stand?
13. What did the servants at Rajendra Prasad's house take Gandhi to be? Why was he not

allowed to draw water from the well?
14. What were the options that Sophie was dreaming? Where was it most likely that the

two girls (Sophie and Jansie) would find work after the schools?
15. What did the Peddler sell and how did he make the things?
16. Who was Roger Skunk? What was his main problem?
17. Who is Mr. Lamb? Why does he have a tin leg?

Section D

Answer any one ofthe following in not more than 100 words Questions (18-19). 5x1=5

18. Describe the exploitation of the indigo sharecroppers by English landlords in
Champaran.

19.How did Bama learn about untouchability and caste system?
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JHARKHAND COUNCIL OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND TRAINING, RANCHI

SECOND TERM EXAM 2021-2022

CLASS XII

ENGLISH CORE

MODEL QUESTION PAPER

Time: 1 % hours Set 5 Marks:40

General Instructions:

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as
practicable.

All the answers must be correctly numbered as in the question paper.
All parts of a question must be written together.
Answers of the questions must be in the context of the instructions give therein.

i
i.
iv.

Section A

Read the passage carefully and answer any five from questions I to 7.

All human beings deserve equal right to a decent existence and proper development. Most
countries have laws protecting the rights of individuals belonging to any race, religion, sex,
colour or caste and ensuring that they are not discriminated against on those grounds.

Universal respect for human rights is one of the main objectives of the United Nations. The
Universal Declaration of Human Rights was adopted on 10th December. 1948 by the General
Assembly. All the member states are expected to protect the human rights of their citizens. This
Declaration has 30 articles, which include civil, political, economic. social and cultural rights.
For example, right to life, liberty and security of person, freedom of thoughts, religion, peaceful
assembly, right to take part in the govenment, right to work, education and leisure. The
constitutions of democratic countries include most of these rights. Some civil and political
rights have been guaranteed under our Constitution's Fundamental Rights. The Directive
Principles of State Policy also lists some of the important social and economic rights.

1. What do all human beings deserve?
2. What can the laws of country do for its people?
3. With what purpose was the Universal Declaration of Human Right adopted?
4. What is the main objective of the United Nations?
5. What are the rights included in the Declaration?
6. When was the Universal Declaration of Human Rights adopted and by which body?
7. Find words in the passage which mean the same as the following:

Take care (para-1)
Freedom (para-2)

4.

b.
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Section B

Answer any two of the following questions in not more than 100 words from questions 8-10.

8. You are Narayan/Namrata, the Cultural Secretary of Marwari+2 High School Ranchi.
Write a suitable notice for your school notice board requesting names of the students
for participation in a Cultural Programme to be organised by your school.
You are Mukul/Mansi of Zila+2 High School, Ranchi. Corona Vaccination camp was9.

organised in your school for 15 years to 18 years age group people. Write a report for
your school magazine.

10. You are Mohit/Monika living at C-10, Harmu Housing Colony, Ranchi. Write a letter
to the Editor of 'Hindustan Times' about the inadequate and poor city bus services in

the town.

Section C

Answer any five of the following questions in not more than 50 words from questions 11-

3x5=1517.

11. How much money did the old Crofter has in his pouch? How did he earn that?
12. What was the long-term contract or agreement that English landlords had made with

the sharecroppers of Champaran?
13. Wo was Geoff? What job was he engaged in?
14. Why do the rural people make roadside stand?
15. What is a bower? What kind of sleep does it provide?
16. What types of stories did Jack usually tell his daughter?
17. What advice did Annan offer Bama?

Answer any one of the following Questions in not more than 100 words from questions
5xl =518-19.

18. How did Mr. Lamb's meeting with Derry became a turning point in Derry's life?
19. Attempt a character sketch of the Crofter. How did he treat the peddler?
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JHARKHAND COUNCIL OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND TRAINING, RANCHI

SECOND TERM EXAM 2021-2022

CLASS XII

ENGLISH ELECTIVE

MODEL QUESTION PAPER

Time-1 /2 Hrs Marks-40

Set-1

General Instructions:

1 Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as
practicable.

i. All the answers must be correctly numbered as in the question paper.
ii. All parts of a question must be written together.
iv. Answers of the questions must be in the context of the instructions given

therein.

Section A

Read the following passage carefully and answer any three from questions 1-4. 2x3=6

Maharana Pratap ruled over Mewar only for 25 years. However, he

accomplished so much grandeur during his reign that his glory surpassed the boundaries
of countries and time turning him into an immortal personality. He, along with his
kingdom, became a synonym for valour, sacrifice and patriotism. Mewar had been a

leading Rajput kingdom even before Maharana Pratap occupied the throne. Kings of
Mewar, with the cooperation of their nobles and subjects, had established such

traditions in the kingdom, as augmented their magnificence, despite the hurdles of
having a smaller area under their command and less population. There did come a few

thorny occasions when the flag of the kingdom seemed sliding down. Their flag once
again heaved high in the sky, thanks to the gallantry and brilliance of the people of
Mewar.

The destiny of Mewar was good in the sense that barring a few kings, most of the
rulers were competent and patriotic. This glorious tradition of the kingdom almost
continued for 1500 years since its establishment, right from the reign of Bappa Rawal.
In fact, only 60 years before Maharana Pratap, Rana Sanga drove the kingdom to the
pinnacle of fame. His reputation went beyond Rajasthan and reached Delhi. Two
generations before him Rana Kumbha had given a new stature to the kingdom through
victories and development work. During his reign, literature and art also progressed
extraordinarily. Rana himself was inclined towards writing and his works are read with
reverence, even today. The ambience of his kingdom was conducive to the creation of
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high quality of work of art and literature. These accomplishments were the outcome of a

longstanding tradition, sustained by several generations.

1) How did Maharana Pratap turn into an immoral personality?
2) What were the difficulties in the way of Mewar?
3) Who was the earliest King of Mewar?
4) What w Rana Kumbha's contribution to the glory of Mewar?

Read the following poem carefully and answer any two from questions 5-7. 2x2-4

This is the world's winter
Autumn and summer
Are gone long ago;
Earth is dry to the centre,
But spring rich and strange,
Shall make the winds blow,
Round and round,
Thro and thro
Here and there,
Till the air
And the ground
Shall be filled with life and dew.

5) How is the earth dry to the centre?
6) What will happen when spring comes?
7) What does the poet want to say in this poem?

Section B

5x2=10Answer any two of the following questions in not more than 100 words.
8) Write an essay on A Great National Leader of India.
9) Write a composition on Child Labour.
10) A multi-stored building caught fire due to short-circuit. As a reporter of "The

Hindu', write a report for publication. Sign as Deepa/Deepak.

Section C

Answer any five of the following questions in about 50 words.
11) What made Tao Ying decide whether to buy a ticket or not when she rode a bus

3x5=15

alone?
12) What makes the difference between the timekeeping of the various clocks? What

is the implicit comparison?
13) What contributes to the beauty and mystery ofthe swans?
14) What aspects of Indian society and history get highlighted in the poem Blood?
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15) What do you understand by 'Psalteries of Summer?
16) Did Tao Ying really intend to cheat at the temple? Give reasons to support your

answer.
17) What according to Bergman, is the relationship between a film-maker and his

audience?

Section DD

Note: Answer either Group-A or Group-B.

Group-A

5x1-5Answer any one of the following in not more than100 words.
18) Draw a character sketch of Dr. Pal.

19) Why did Balu run away to Madras.

Group-B

Answer any one of the following questions in not more than 100 words.
20) Why does R.K. Narayan choose a tiger as his hero?
21) Describe Raja's days as the king of the jungle.

5x1=5
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SECOND TERM EXAM 2021-2022

CLASS XII

ENGLISH ELECTIVE

MODEL QUESTION PAPER

Time-1 /2 hrs Marks-40
Set-2

General Instructions:

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
All the answers must be correctly numbered as in the question paper.
All parts of a question must be written together.
Answers of the questions must be in the context of the instructions given therein.

i.

iii.

1V.

Section A

Read the following passage carefully and answer any three from questions 1-4. 2x3=6

South India is known for its music and for its arts and rich literature. Madras or Chennai
can be called the cultural capital and the soul of Mother India. The city is built low in pleasant
contrast to the ghoulish tall structures of Mumbai and Kolkata. It has vast open spaces and ample
greenery.The majestic spacious Mount Road looks like a river, wide and deep. A stroll on the
Marina beach in the evening with the sea glistening in your face is refreshing. The breeze
soothes the body, it refreshes the mind, sharpens the tongue and brightens the intellect.

One can never feel dull in Chennai. The intellectual and cultural life of the city is something
of the marvel. Every street corner of Chennai has a literary forum, a debating society and music,
dance and dramatic club. The intelligent arguments, the sparkling wit and dashing irony enliven
both the political and the literary meetings. There is a young men's association which attracts
brilliant speakers and equally brilliant listeners to its meetings. It is a treat to watch the speakers
use their oratorical weapons. Chennai speakers are by and large sweet and urbane, though the

cantankerous, fire-eating variety is quite often witnessed in political campaigning. The urbane
speakers weave the arguments slowly like the unfolding of a leisurely Carnatic raga.

1) What is South India mainly known for?
2) Why is it treat to watch the speaker?
3) How does the breeze on Marina Beach affect the author?
4) What is special about every street corner of Chennai?
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Read the poem carefully and answer any two from questions 6-7. 2x2-4

Teach me to listen, Lord

To those nearest me

My family, my friends, my co-workers

Help me to be aware that

No matter what words I hear

The message is,

Accept the person I am. Listen-to me."

Teach me to listen, Lord

To those far from mne

The whisper of the hopeless

The plea of the forgotten

The cry of the anguished.

5) Who is the speaker and to whom does he speak?
6) Why does he pray to God as such?
7) What is the central idea that the speaker wants to convey?

Section B

Answer any two of the following questions in not more than 100 words. 5x2-10

8) Write a composition on 'Impact of Cinema in our Life'.
9) Write an Essay on The India of My Dreams.
10) As a responsible citizen, you had to start a campaign on "Say No to Polythene Bags' in

your locality. Write a report for your school magazine.

Section C

Answer any five of the following in about 50 words. 3x5-15

11)Why did Tao Ying change her intention to buy another ticket?
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12) Were the old lady's scales a reliable measure of height and weight? What convoluted
logic were her measurements based on?

13) What is the conflict in the poet's conscience in the poem "Blood"?
14) Why is the act of nature deseribed as 'precise' in "Time and Time Again'?
15) What is the contrast between the liveliness of the swans and human life?
16) How would you explain the image of the Hindered Flags?
17) What is the simple truth that eludes the philosopher or the scientist?

Section D

Note: Answer either Group A or Group B

Group-A

Answer any one of the following questions in not more than 100 words. 5x1-5

18) How did Margayya try to give his son the best education?
19) How does Margayya become rich?

Group-B

Answer any one of the following questions in not more than 100 words. 5x1=5

20) 'A Tiger for Malgudi' is the story of the friendship between a tiger and a hermit"'.

Elaborate.
21) Describe the comic vision of R.K.Narayan in 'A Tiger for Malgudi'.
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JHARKHAND COUNCIL OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND TRAINING, RANCHI

SECOND TERM EXAM 2021-2022

CLASS XI

ENGLISH ELECTIVE

MODEL QUESTION PAPER

Time-1 /2 Hrs Set 3 Marks-40
General Instructions:

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
All the answers must be correctly numbered as in the question paper.
All parts of a question must be written together

.

1.

iii.

iv. Answers of the questions must be in the context of the instructions given therein.

Section A

Read the following passage carefully and answer any three from questions 1-4. 2x3-6

Many of us believe that 'small' means 'insignificant'. We believe that small actions and
choices do not have much impact on our lives. We think that it is only the big things, the big
actions and the big decisions that really count. But when you look at the lives of all great people,
you will see that they built their character through small decisions, small choices and small
actions that they performed every day. They transformed their lives through a step-by-step or
day-by-day approach. They matured and nourished their good habits and chipped away their bad
habits, one step at a time. It was their small day-to-day decisions that added up to make
tremendous difference in the long run. Indeed, in matters of personal growth and character-
building, there is no such thing as an overnight success.

Growth always occurs through a sequential series of stages. There is an organic process
to growth. When we look at children growing up, we can see this process at work: the child first
learns to crawl, then to stand and walk, and finally to run. The same is true in the natural world.
The soil must first be tilled, and then the seed must be sowed. Next, it must be nurtured with
enough water and sunlight, and only then it will grow, bear fruit and finally ripen, and be ready
to eat.

1) What do many of us believe?
2) What is 'organic process of growth'?
3) What do we learn from the lives of the great people?
4) How does growth occur?
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Read the following poem carefully and answer any two from questions 5-7. 2x2-4

On the door step of the temple
under the hot sun
I see her every day.

Her hands and feet are

withered like limbs of the dead tree.

Her eyes tired of searching
for rays of hope

and sunk deep like cause
in a rock.

Neither they receive light
nor give it.

Her three yard sari

has torn in thirty places
Her body has absorbed
sixty years of dirt

her knotty matted hair
is the abode of worm and lice

Here and there some black teeth
Stand as guards in her open mouth.
The lines on her face
have spread far and deep

like the erow's feet.

Raising her shaking hands
with hope in her eyes
she looks at me

and an electric current
joins together our two hearts.
Time goes back fifteen years,

her face changes, her eyes twinkle!
When she smiles, her teeth dazzle!
In that one magic moment
I see the image of my dead mother!

5) What does the poct see every day?
6) What does the poet compare the old woman's hands and feet?
7) What did the poet think when she looked at him?
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Section B

Answer any two of the following questions in not more than 100 words. 5x2 10

8) Write an essay on 'Importance of the nternet".
9) Write a composition on "The Value of Books".
10) You have witnessed a road accident where there is a loss ofthree lives. As a press

reporter, write a report for publication. Sign as Rahul/Rashmi.

Section C

Answer any five of the following questions in about 50 words. 5x3=15

11)What was the conflict between Tao Ying and her son in the story, 'One Centimetre'?
12) Is the poet's attitude a representation of how the average Indian feels both towards human

violence and nature's fury? Give reasons to support your view.
13) What makes the depiction of a crumbling village house so authentic in the poem, Blood?
14) How do the 'trees in their autumn beauty', 'dry woodland paths', 'October twilight', 'still

sky' connect to the poet's own life?
15) What are some of the flaws of the world of film-making today?
16) Give instances from the poem Trees' that shows that great poetry is a result of close

observation of natural phenomena.
17) What childhood memories does the author recollect in °Film-Making' that had a bearing

on his later involvement with film-making?

Section D

Note: Answer either Group-A or Group-B
Group-A

Attempt any one of the following questions in not more thanl00 words. 5x1=5

18) Meenakshi is a typical Indian housewife-loving, submissive and practical. Discuss.
19) Attempt a character sketch of Margayya.

Group-B

Attempt any one of the following questions in not more than 100 words. 5x1=5

20) Describe the tiger's life at the Mempi hills.
21) Discuss R.K. Narayan's teasing wit and insight into human nature in 'A Tiger for

Malgudi.
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JHARKHAND COUNCIL OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND TRAINING, RANCHI

SECOND TERM EXAM 2021-2022

CLASS XII

ENGLISH ELECTIVE

MODEL QUESTION PAPER

Time-1 "/2 Hrs Marks-40
Set-4

General Instructions:

. Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
i. All the answers must be correctly numbered as in the question paper.

All parts ofa question must be written together.ii.
V. Answers of the questions must be in the context of the ins uctions given therein.

Section A

Read the following passage carefully and answer any three from questions 1-4. 2x3-6

If you enjoy watching crime shows on TV, you know the finger prints play a major role
in identifying people, but you might be surprised to find out that using fingerprints for
identification is not a new science. In fact, it is very old-dating back at least as far as 1885-1913
B.C.E. in Babylon, when people agreed to a business contract, they passed their fingerprints into
the clay in which the contract was written. Thumbprints have also been found on clay seals from
ancient China.

In 14th century Persia, which is now Iran, a govemment doctor recognized that all

fingerprints are different. In 1964, a British doctor, Nehemiah Grew, spoke about ridged surfaces
of the fingers. In 1686, a professor of anatomy (the study of the structure of the human body)
named Marcello Malpighi, wrote about the ridges and loops in fingerprints. Malpighi's work was
considered so important that the layer of skin found on the fingertips was named after him. The
layer of skin is called the Malpighian layer. Although scientist had studied fingerprints, the value
of finger printing in the identification of individuals did not become clear until later.

1) What did people in Babylon do when they agreed to a business contract?
2) Who wrote about fingerprints in1689?
3) How were fingerprints used in the ancient times?
4) What is Malpighian layer?
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Read the following poem carefully and answer any two from questions 5-7. 2x2-4

I had a dove, and the sweet dove died,
And I have thought it died of grieving,
Owhat could it grieve for? Its feet were tied
With a silken thread of my own hand's weaving:
Sweet little red feet! Why would you die?
Why would you leave me, sweet bird, why?
You liv'd alone on the forest tree
Why, pretty thing, could you not live with me?
I kidd'd you oft, and gave you white peas
Why not live sweetly as in the green trees?

5) For what is the bird grieving?
6) What did the dove die of?
7) How did the poet satisfy the need of the bird?

Section B

Answer any two of the following questions in not more than 100 words. 5x2=10

8) Write an essay on "The Game I Like Most'.
9) Write about "The Joys of Reading'.
10) Recently your school/college celebrated Youth Day'. Write a report for the school

magazine deseribing about it.

Section C

Answer any five of the following questions in about 50 words. 3x5-15

11) Why does her final vindication important to Tao Ying?
12) Which art form is film-making closest to? What is the reason for the similarity?
13) What did you think the poem 'Time and Time Again' was about when you read the

first few lines?
14) What aspects of Indian society and history get highlighted in the poem, Blood?
15) What do you understand by Psalteries of Summer?
16) How did Tao Ying's son influence the way she led her life?
17) What, according to Bergman, is the relationship between a film-maker and his

audience?
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Section DD

Note: Answer either Group-A or Group-B

Group-A

Answer any one of the following questions in not more than 100 words. 5x1=5

18) Margayya himself was the cause of the ruin. Do you agree? Give reasons.
19) Who is Madan Lal and how does he help Margayya in his business?

Group-B

Answer any one of the following questions in not more than 100 words. 5x1-5

20) Describe Raja's experience of the human world.
21) Describe the tiger's life in the captivity as a circus star.
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SECOND TERM EXAM 2021-2022

CLASS XII

ELECTIVE ENGLISH

MODEL QUESTION PAPER

Time:1 % Hrs set 5 Marks:40

General Instructions:

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as1.

practicable.
ii. All the answers must be correctly numbered as in the question paper.

All parts ofa question must be written together.
Answers of the questions must be in the context of the instructions given therein.

ii.
iv.

Section A

Read carefully the passage given below and answer any three from questions lto 4. 2x3-6

The founder of the Sikh religion, Guru Nanak was born to a simple Hindu family on April 15,

1469 in Talwandi in Punjab. His father Mehta Kalian Das was an accountant in the employment
of the local Muslim authorities. From an early age Guru Nanak made friends with both Hindu
and Muslim children and was very inquisitive about the meaning of life He was schooled in

Hindi, Mathematics and the study of Muslim literature and learned Persian and Arabic. He was
an unusually gifted child and often questioned his teachers. At the age of 13 Guru Nanak
refused to accept the sacred thread from the Hindu Priest at the ceremony attended by family
and friends. At the age of 16 he was married to Sulakshani, daughter of a pious merchant and
eventually had two sons Sri Chand and Lakshmi Chand. He took up a job as an accountant in

charge of the stores of the Muslim Governor. Guru Nanak would work during the days, but
early in the mornings and late at nights, he would meditate and sing hymns.

1. Who was the founder of Sikh religion and where was he born?

2. Who was Guru Nanak's father and what was his occupation?

3. What, at the age of 13 Guru Nanak refused to accept?

4. What did Guru Nanak do in the early mornings and late at nights?

Read the following poem carefully and answer any two from 5 to 7. 2x2-4

If ever I travel to France or Spain,

I mean to go in an aeroplane.

Ive read all about it, and now I know
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How they swing the propeller, and off you

go!

A run and a bounce, and you're looking

down

From high in the sky on a little toy town;

And the field like a bedspread, green and

brown.

With ribbony roads, all winding through,

So empty and quiet, it hardly seems true.

That anyone's there looking up to see

You racing along, like a big letter T,

Through the clouds and into the light,

Smaller and smaller, and out of sight.

And the aceroplane climbs and dips and

Swings

While loudly and proudly the engine sings,

And the pilot sits in his cockpit there

With the wireless to bring him the news on

the air.

5. How and where does the poet want to travel?
6. How does the ground look from the aeroplane?
7. What does the pilot of the aeroplane do?

Section B

Answer any two of the following questions in not more than 100 words. 5x2-10

8. Besides bringing foreign exchange, tourism promotes nationalism and
internationalism. Write an essay on "Importance of Tourism".

9. Write an essay on "Your Favourite Political Leader".
10. As the staffreporter of Hindustan Times' (daily newspaper) who witnessed a fire

accident in Big Bazaar, Ranchi. Write a report for publication in the paper.

Section C

Answer any five of the following about 50 words. 3x5-15

11. Mention some of the risks that film-making involves.
12. What is the difference between animate things and inanimate?
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13. Why is the act ofnature described as 'precise' in the poem "Time and Timne

Again'?
14. What was the conflict between the mother and son in the story, 'One Centimetre'?
15. What contributes to the beauty and mystery ofthe swans' lives?
16. Referring to the poem "Trees", where is the bird sitting? Why is the bird careless?
17. How does the poetess Kamala Das explain her childhood in the poem "Blood"?

Section D

Note: answer either Group A or Group B

Group A

Answer any one of the following questions in mot more than 100 words. 5x1=5

18. The Financial Expert is the story of the rise and fall of Margayya. Discuss.
19. Attempt a character sketch of Balu.

Group B

Answer any one of the following questions in not more than 100 words. 5xl=5

20. What are the flaws of Tiger in "A Tiger for Malgudi"?
21. What kind oftrainer was the captain?
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HTAT cT- (General Instruction)

Examinee write answer in their own words as far as practicable.
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The total number of questions is 19

Question 1 to Question 7 are very short answer type questions. Answer any five of
thesequestions in one sentence. Each question carries 1 mark.

Question 8 to Question 14 are short answer type questions. Answer any five of these
questions in at most 50 words. Each question carries 3 marks.

Question 15 to Question 19 are long answer type questions. Answer any Three of
these questions in at most 100 words. Each question carries 5 marks.
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1.16HEAT ETTT H TY FT HHHA ?

What do you understand by population density ?

What do you mean by population migration ?

What is green revolution ?

Write the name any two diseases caused by water pollution.

Write one objective of watershed management.

Write two examples of metallic minerals.

7.31TeTT&TE 3ZgTTT FT?

What is basic industry ?

Give important suggestions for the prevention of water pollution.

Why is road transport considered more useful than other modes of transport in India ?

Classify manufacturing industry on the basis of size.

Describe non conventional energysources.
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What is rain water conservation ? Give its four objectives.

Describe the major problems of agriculture in India.

Write the factors affecting population migration.

Explain any five factors affecting the population distribution density in India.

Describe the production and distribution of wheat in India.

17. T EUT ÀATY T HAA E ? zET TETUT FRU TT fadI

What do you understand by soil pollution ? Write the causes of soil pllution.

Explain the factors affecting the location of the Industry.

19. fau 3TU ATRA AIAAT ITETT 7 801 À33f5 cufa sfA qH fAT. TAHATra ad IGaT 5
ATA fE.

Based on the given map of India, Write the names of states having 801 and above persons per
sq.km. population densityJA
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(Jharkhand Council of Educational Research and Training, Ranchi
(Jharkhand)

afartaHraftT THT: 2021-2022
Second Terminal Examination: 2021-2022

HTST TA-YT
Model Question-paper

HE-2 (Set-2)

ut-35 HH- 1 JET 30 1ATE|

(Sub Geography) (F.M- 35) (Time-1hour 30
qa- 12

(Class-12)
minutes)

THTT TN- (General Instruction)

Examinee write answer in their own words as far as practicable.

R A HEAT 19 1
The total number of questions is 19

Question 1 to Question 7 are very short answer type questions.
Answer any five of thesequestions in one sentence. Each question
carries 1 mark.

Question 8 to Question 14 are short answer type questions. Answer
any five of these questions in at most 50 words. Each question
carries 3 marks.

Question 15 to Question 19 are long answer type questions. Answer
any Three of these questions in at most 100 words. Each question
carries 5 marks.
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What do you mean by noise pollution?

2. KITHTT (HTETHTST) FE?
What are Highways ?

3.de-THTYA3TT FT?
What is petrochemical industry

Why is Mumbai High famous

5.H HHTT TAT HAA ?

What do you understand by Jhum Agricultur?

6. TTE1À HTTA5T FT EYE?
What do you mean by the word 'Migration'?

7. HERAT qaTY ATFT 37Å E ?

What is meant by population growth ?

Write the push factors affecting population migration.

Write any five features of Indian Agriculture?

Why is irrigation necessary in India ? Explain any three reasons.

11. TE HFFYAR FT aUjT 6ITST|

Describe the types of Iron Ore.)

Explain three differences between Cottage Industry and Small Scale Industry.

What is environmental pollution ? Write the type of pollution.

14. 34E HTR FE ? 34J5 HaR 5 TH TTUTI

What is satellite communication ? Explain the advantage of satellite
communication.

What are the source of air pollution ? How does it affect human life?
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Describe the causes of unequal distribution of population in India.

Explain in detail the Importance of transport and communication services.

Write in detail the features of Indian agriculture.

19. HTR AlaaaÅ fAifafaa aiST:
Show the following on the map of India:

)RT(Uhariya)

(E) Tx (Talcher)

(3T) Tdoi (Naveli)

(T) 5NST (Korba)

(3.) RTt (Singrauli)
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INDIA

SRI
LANKA
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(Jharkhand Council of Educational Research and Training, Ranchi
(Jharkhand)

afaria Hafecr qHaT: 2021-2022

Second Terminal Examination: 2021-2022
HTST 9-9T

Model Question-paper
HT-3 (Set- 3)

q3 - 12 qut-35 HAY- 1 TET 30 fHEI|
(Class-12) (Sub Geography) (F.M-35) (Time-1hour30

minutes)

HTHTT T- (General Instruction)

Examinee write answer in their own words as far as practicable.

RAT T HEAT 19 I
The total number of questions is 19

Question 1 to Question 7 are very short answer type questions. Answer
any five of thesequestions in one sentence. Each question carries 1

mark.

Question 8 to Question 14 are short answer type questions. Answer any
five of these questions in at most 50 words. Each question carries 3
marks.

Question 15 to Question 19 are long answer type questions. Answer any
Three of these questions in at most 100 words. Each question carries 5
marks.
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Define transport.

Define density of populaion.

3. 3T TI
What is flood.

What do you understand by human migration.

5. t5 5HA FTEI
What is kharif crop

What do you mean by Literacy.

What do you mean by Golden Quadrilateral.

Describe the sources of traditional energy.

Describe the main problems of agriculture in India.
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Describe the result of migration.

What do you mean by multipurpose project.

12. faFT I fafatrd HAFAI3 351 quta

Describe the various problems of Rail transport.

What is the importance of iron and steel industry in the industrial
development of any country?

What is difference between pollution and pollutant.

Define water pollution. What are the important causes of water pollution.

Describe the production and distribution of coal in India.

Descuss the most important factors influencing the distribution of

population in the world.

Describe the favourable geographical condition and distribution for Tea
production.
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Sketch the following river on the map of thelndia

() AT (Narmada

() itaratT ( Godawari)

(3T) 3TaTT ( Ganga)

(ETTdt (kaveri )

() HEldT (Mahandi)

INDIA

SRI
LANKA
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(Jharkhand Council of Educational Research and Training, Ranchi
(Jharkhand)

afaria Hafecr qHaT: 2021-2022

Second Terminal Examination: 2021-2022

Model Question-paper
HE-4 (Set- 4)

Tut-35 HHY- 1 TCT30 1HATI

(Class-12) (Sub Geography) | (F.M -35) (Time-1hour30
minutes

q3 - 12

HTHTT T- (General Instruction)

Examinee write answer in their own words as far as practicable.

RAT T HEAT 19 I
The total number of questions is 19

Question 1 to Question 7 are very short answer type questions. Answer
any five of thesequestions in one sentence. Each question carries 1

mark.

Question 8 to Question 14 are short answer type questions. Answer any
five of these questions in at most 50 words. Each question carries 3
marks.

Question 15 to Question 19 are long answer type questions. Answer any
Three of these questions in at most 100 words. Each question carries 5
marks.
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1.fotTTa uTTfa
Define sex ratio.

What do you understand by energy resources?

Define pollution.

4.frka 5HA fH Ed ?

What is an oilseed crop?

Why is the ozone layer depleting ?

6.&TderT?
what is Internet ?

7.-R F THA ?
What is Neeru Meeru Program?

Write the merits and demerits of pipeline transport.

Describe non conventional energy resources.
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10.HTR À HTLATA HAT Tzra z FT AUT ?
(What are the reason for the high population growth in India?)

Write the difference between Inland migration and International migration.

Classify industry on the basis of raw materials.

Explain the difference between ferrous and non - ferrous minerals with

examples.

What are the effects of using polluted water on people

Describe the favourable Geographical condition and distribution for Rice
production.

What do you understand by rain water harvesting? Describe the various
methods of rainwater harvesting?

Explain with examples the factors affecting the location of industries.
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18. HTNGT ÀTRT faHI 5 TRUT 3FUT ET TYaTuita HAFT3HT 25 T

Write about the environmental problems that have arisen due to the
development of cities in India.

Show the following on the map of the India:

(5) aTaTTATH (Vishakhapatnam)

(T3RT (Raurkela)

(T) TTRCR (jamshedpur)

(7) g (Durgapur)

(3) HH (Salem).
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(Jharkhand Council of Educational Research and Training, Ranchi
(Jharkhand)

afartaHraftT THT: 2021-2022
Second Terminal Examination: 2021-2022

HTST TA-YT
Model Question-paper

HE-5 (Set- 5)

qa- 12 ut- 35 HHY 1 JET30 TAaT|

(Class-12) |(Sub - Geography)| (F.M-35) (Time -1hour 30
| minutes)

TAT AF- (General Instruction)

Examinee write answer in their own words as far as practicable.

R A HEAT 19 1
The total number of questions is 19

Question 1 to Question 7 are very short answer type questions.
Answer any five of thesequestions in one sentence. Each question
carries 1 mark.

Question 8 to Question 14 are short answer type questions. Answer
any five of these questions in at most 50 words. Each question
carries 3 marks.

Question 15 to Question 19 are long answer type questions. Answer
any Three of these questions in at most 100 words. Each question
carries 5 marks.
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What year census started in India?

2. f91A pfa ÀHTT FT HHFTA E?

What do you understand from mixed agriculture?

3. HET ETE HTRGT YY7 3 HTHTSIGY TlaÀE?

Which of the first 3 largest state of India is in the sight of population?

Write the name of the two major beverages?

What are metallic minerals called ?

6. 3icRiEr yaTH YfrHTYT ?

Define International Migration?

What is the specialty of black clay

8.taa qyUT H TT T HHTA |H Tt5ATH 39TT aAIT ?

What do you understand from sound pollution? State the measures for its

prevention.

Write the names of three major components of population change ?

Describe the importance of satellite system in India?
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11. TBT aie Ff fANuaIz TT quta 3ud TcI Å TI Describe the

characteristics of intensive discharge agriculture in their own words?

How is road transport easier than rail transport ?

Give explanation on environmental pollution by solid waste ?

Tell the measures to promote dairy agriculture in India?

Describe the factors affecting the migration?

Why is the need for the protection of coal minerals in India

Explain the difference between birth rate and death rate ?

Describe the impact of water pollution on human health ?

Markthefollowing cotton textile centre on map of India?

(5) H (Mumbai)

(E) HEHISTG (Ahmadabad)

(T) h1HR (Kanpur)

(2)Rd (Surat)

(5.) htchlT(Kolkata)
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SRI
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afaait arafes TiT (2021-2022)

HT-01

12 fay- T (x)|HAT- 1 TET 30 f uts 40

(3rYfoa ae)
02+02+02= 06

37YaT
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05+05 10

S T (TOYTFTD)

05JA
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TC-fara-AIdA

03+03= 06

03+03= 06

lidT ET?

03

3HraT,

02

3
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araait rafds TitAT (2021-2022)

HE-02

5T- 12 (aR) HA-1 ET 30fE Tut- 40

HTHTY TagRT-:

02+02+02=06

37TT
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05+05-10

T (TOTFA6)

05JA
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03+03 06

03+03= 06

03
3HYa1,

08. tat T HICT FRAT ATA NAT AT? 02
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afaait arafes TiT (2021-2022)
HE- 03

12 fa-t (sT)|HAT- 1 TET 30 fAac uts- 40

HTAT ftT-:

02+02+02= 06
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05+05 100

TS - T (TOYTFAT)

05

5) frt, fepHIT-FT, aTcT, 9ETT, HTE,

2
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03+03= 06

TCTT 3ToU?

03+03= 06

02

03

3r01,

02
3HYaT

3
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araait rafds TitAT (2021-2022)

HT-04

5T- 12 f eat (R) HA-1 TET 30 fhE TUTt- 40

>

01. 1tTGÍTA TATRT TGHT TU TT TRA 3HT AGT 02+02+02= 06
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05+05-10

S T (TOYTFTD)

05

fer ,
6T27 Td,

d,
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03+03= 06

03+03= 06

02

03

3HYT,

02
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afaait arafes TiT (2021-2022)

HE-05

12 - Tar (x)|HAT- 1 uET 30 f UT5 40

HTHTY 1acRT-:

02+02+02= 06

3TYTJA
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(3T)7 T FETRT À FAT HaY ?

05+05 10

- T (TQ4gFFIE)

05

FTS-HTT TT

03+03 06
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03+03- 0605. fiffea ÅHfhri zt rRAt 3H7 afGu

02

03

0208. TT TEIt À 3HTY4t f TA HaH HLG HTfAT fyT 3T ?
3HY0T

3
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qradi afts Tita (2021-2022)

HE-01

5T- 12 fa-fct (vTRm) H 1ET 30E UTt-40

HTAl GCRT-:

(319foa ate)
02+02+02= 06

(5) qaUraFAT HTAT RAR TÍ 3AT Hbet ?

3r4aT
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TE TET-ait, Ti-t,

(T) TTT À TaTTAI aT 7 TTT T TRTY T ?

S T

05+05-10O

05

(E)

03+03-06
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03+03= 06

02

03

HYT

0208. taHTY TT FYT HTATATR E JAT?

3TYCT
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araait rafds TitAT (2021-2022)

HE-02

5T- 12 fav- fct (èfToa) 1 ET 30fE Tut- 40

HTHTY TagRT-:

02+02+02= 06

() faaafasa afa T ffA aat?

3H4T
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FHG, HST, HTTT

05+05-100

05
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03+03 06

03+03 06

02

03

02
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aTaat Tares ieT (2021-2022)

HE-03

5T- 12 fav- fct (èfToa) 1 ET 30fE TUTT- 40

HTHTY TagRT-:

02+02+02= 06

HYAT
JA
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TUT ATYUS H

(7) 5 Tl 2T?

05+05 10

33 T (TQYTFAT)

05
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03+03 06

03+03- 06

02

03

37YaT

37rT
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aTaat TaTes ieT (2021-2022)

HT-04

5T- 12 fav- fct (èfToa) 1 aci 30fAE TuT. 40

02+02+02= 06

3HYqT

3HTOT-31at aTRd-JTAI aRTR Tt,
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3 arit.eT ATaT ETERT36r

05+05 100

E - T (TOgFT5)

05

(5)TET! ATT TT 31TCTIJA
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03+03 06

03+03 06

02

03

HYAT

02
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araait rafds TitAT (2021-2022)

Hc- 05

L 5T- 12 fav- fct (èfToa) HA-1 1ET 30 fAAE ut 40

TATT fAdr-:

02+02+02= 06

3TYaTJA
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05+05 10

05

03+03= 0604. fafefa7 ÀhrT zt yrt 3R

03+03= 06

2
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02

3HT

HYT
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Jharkhand Council of Educational Research and Training, Ranchi (Jharkhand)
f&a FTTe T{iHT-2021-2022

Second Terminal Examination-2021-2022

Model Question-Paper

-1 (Set-1)

qf-12 (Class-12) fy-fdET
| (Sub-History)

T-40o
40)

(F.M- IHY-1.30
(Time-1.30 hours)

FITH E T-(General Instruction)

(Examinee write answer in their own words as far as practicable.)

Gi WET 19 I
(The Total number of questions is 19)

(Question 1 to Question 7 are very short answer type questions. Answer

any five of these questions in at most one sentence. Each question carries
2 marks.)

(Question 8 to Question 14 are short answer type questions. Answer any

five of these questions in at most 50 words. Each question carries 3

marks.)

31ra4 100 Tq {ifryI uqs ua 1 417 5 3ia fAifkaI
(Question 15 to Question 19 are long answer type questions. Answer any

three of these questions in at most 100 words. Each question carries 5

marks.)
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1. TT eTYE BA ?

3. 1857 bifa JG3ITT DEi À e?

8. 37avAT 4Y ifT feyufh ford
9. 1857 Bif TTITE BIN T quj7 b
10.3THE4TT 3ITata BRT TI
11.Htfor 37ebNi ard aaËI
13. 4r-u yeu ze x ika feu-h fedI
14.fTY urat fRutë rm $?

15.ieT facle arr favaiv aard

18.HTR ifAETA TTe fAIsarë aarÝI
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Jharkhand Council of Educational Research and Training, Ranchi (Uharkhand)

t& Hafêrcs yrlaT-2021-2022

Second Terminal Examination-2021-2022

Model Question-Paper

HE-2 (Set-2)

qi-12 (Class-12) fàyy-ftETH
(Sub-History)

UTT-40 (F.M- -1.30
40) (Time-1.30hours)

H AI-(General Instruction)

(Examinee write answer in their own words as far as practicable.)

(The Total number of questions is 19)

(Question 1 to Question 7 are very short answer type questions. Answer

any five of these questions in at most one sentence. Each question carries
2 marks.)

(Question 8 to Question 14 are short answer type questions. Answer any

five of these questions in at most 50 words. Each question carries 3 marks.)

3roa4 100 1 afryi ys yy H1 5 3i» fqaiffRa &i

(Question 15 to Question 19 are long answer type questions. Answer any

three of these questions in at most 100 words. Each question carries 5

marks.)
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3.1857 6 i HHT HTRG 7T JT4TN JTRGT TlT T?

11. HTGT EST HTGleT UT aAIU I

12. HTTTTHGYIT 7 HTHT "EeTAÍTRTATTT TE?

17. 1857 facE yfuIH I qUTt I
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Jharkhand Council of Educational Research and Training, Ranchi (Jharkhand)
f&dy rafra T$taT-2021-2022

Second Terminal Examination-2021-2022

Model Question-Paper

z-3 (Set-3)

q-12(Class-12)| Tayy-idEH
(Sub-History)

UTt-40 (F.M- R-1.30
(Time-1.30
|hours)

40)

HTH AT-(General Instruction)

(Examinee write answer in their own words as far as practicable.)

(The Total number of questions is 19)

(Question 1 to Question 7 are very short answer type questions.

Answer any five of these questions in at most one sentence. Each

question carries 2 marks.)

(Question 8 to Question 14 are short answer type questions. Answer

any five of these guestions in at most 50 words. Each question

carries 3 marks.)

(Question 15 to Question 19 are long answer type questions.

Answer any three of these questions in at most 100 words. Each

question carries 5 marks.)

3 3fdagoata YA
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1. yraa fou urga faT e1?

4. 1857 bid BT Udo f TI T?

6. 374 ETRT GfGRT DY HAIT tT T?

9. 57A ATS TRT 2T?

10.fabd 3ITaTa I YANd ?

12. MTHA TY RT HAN ?

OA bPV ]f
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Jharkhand Council of Educational Research and Training, Ranchi (Jharkhand)
f&dy rafra T$taT-2021-2022

Second Terminal Examination-2021-2022

Model Question-Paper

H-4 (Set-1)

q-12 (Class-12) fay-tTETH
(Sub-History)

U-40 (F.M-|HM-1.30
(Time-1.30
|hours)

40)

HTH AT-(General Instruction)

(Examinee write answer in their own words as far as practicable.)

(The Total number of questions is 19)

(Question 1 to Question 7 are very short answer type questions.

Answer any five of these questions in at most one sentence. Each

question carries 2 marks.)

(Question 8 to Question 14 are short answer type questions. Answer

any five of these guestions in at most 50 words. Each question

carries 3 marks.)

(Question 15 to Question 19 are long answer type questions.

Answer any three of these questions in at most 100 words. Each

question carries 5 marks.)
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1. 1857 t bifa b1 qa foa faI e?

5. ifa THT FYri ana ?

9. 4TCI uI AI T?

14.f fAYTA aR vfea feuyufi fed|

18.18H 7fst i ap0aI RUT ?
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Jharkhand Council of Educational Research and Training, Ranchi (Jharkhand)
&at FTafer7 TtiHT-2021-2022

Second Terminal Examination-2021-2022

Model Question-Paper

HE-5 (Set-5)

q-12 (Class-12) ya-tAETH
(Sub-History)

UT-40o (F.M- -1.30
40) (Time-1.30 hours)

HTHI T-(General Instruction)

(Examinee write answer in their own words as far as practicable.)

(The Total number of questions is 19)

(Question 1 to Question 7 are very short answer type questions.

Answer any five of these questions in at most one sentence. Each

question carries 2 marks.)

3feroa 50 q1ai zfgI yr y7 H17 3 3i7 fAetfka dI
(Question 8 to Question 14 are short answer type questions. Answer

any five of these questions in at most 50 words. Each question carries 3

marks.)

3Terba 100 T ¢ifGyi yrs y7 H 5 3i7 fHuiRa &i

(Question 15 to Question 19 are long answer type questions. Answer

any three of these questions in at most 100 words. Each question

carries 5 marks.)
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2. qTT I atqa ÀaI f EI GI ?

12.char friz ur vifeT feyuf farei

14.B utE ur ifea feuuft ferd

19.4Td FadaT 3IYf4 1947 Urqeai T Boce pNI
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(Jharkhand council of Educational Research and training, ranchi (Jharkhand)

aTai Tafes qtT 2021-2022

Second Terminal Examination- 2021-2022

HTST TT-YA

Model Question-Paper

HE-1 (Set-1)

UTT 40
(F.M- 40)

T-12 HHT- 1:30 TET

(Class-12) (Sub-Sanskrit) (Time-1:30 hours)

5 31 auifRa *i

US: ()

2.5-10

1. HTT TA ATaaH HTFT ?

2. HAYIaT 5 HTdETAYT: FT ?

3. ararT: Aat: tsaTTTrt atfa A ?

4. 31YRTE HTYfA: : TE ?

5.

6. TTR TA HSTTTA, ZTA T IA ?

7. 3 ufC: HATyfay: :?
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av: (T)

3 5-15

8 H oT

() 5fa: + 3FTH

(3T) THTFT+ atfa

()Hout:

a) 3gsYTH

10 HAFTTG fdUT

(E) T4TUTT HAIHT HHTEIN:

11 fa

(5)5-4To
(3T) TTOTYTGF

(5) TT: fai (aATET:)
**** '"***.

*****'"'" **"***

(3T)H TEAI (TAH:)************

13 aFYA FYTY AuA -

(RE)TE+7

14 3fanfaTTt: ftEYTIA Tra
() TTT: **** **************

.... (ETTEET:/9Tafa)

*****"*****'*°"* ****
(Toft/ToT)

******************
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US (T)

5*3-15

15 chTHTYAT TYTATEATy5 HTT A TUT

16 7TuFT HTH uRaT fouT -

17 37tfafi fai zyaT Ysuargaf feu

T

18 5Ta eaadg 3far ar fArAT TERIT-IG Taa

****************"*****.

***** **************************************

HTET: -
*** *********************"JA

C UPDATE



****** *****"**********"" ********** ****""|

*********""*| ...AYT: V5: ****" ******* ******'*"* **"'*" *****

*********

*********"********|

********

HT-aa, AuA, ztrouT, TYUT, IT, HTRIT, FHTT, EZ:, TTT, AT*xH
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harkhand council of Educational Research and training, ranchi (Jharkhand)

arari Tafts TitHT- 2021-2022

Second Terminal Examination- 2021-2022

HIST TT-9T

Model Question-Paper

HT-2 (Set-2)

HT-12 quteF- 40 FHY- 1:30 aET

(Class- 12) (Sub-Sanskrit) (F.M- 40) (Time-1:30 hours)

5 3i fta *i

EUS: (5)

25-10

1. 37T 3A T TFH ryna?

2. TdaT: hT: Igh: dT:?

4. ATHTARUT TETRT YTA drUA T ATET?
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5. facT FETHTA : A: THTA?

6. TEr4T 91 3HTATS714?

7. TRITH AYHA utAqrigT add?

3.5-15

8. HlTT b

(5) 36 + qNUTAT

(E) HT: + TT:

(3T) TH +98:

9. faG T

(5) AAFA

()tasf
(T)Tsf

10. HHFTY fdua

(5) 5TT aElT HHTEN:

11. fagai ua

) FRt
(a) 5-RT
(T) HFRFT

12. 8YGTRGHIETRRA 3rATitaHN FGT RFITTÍA T

(5)I: .. afI (RaT5:)

(E) *****"***** ***.

(3T)
**********
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13. araat rats fdaa

()+

(T) JTE+T

14. 3Teri AraT RI A

(5) 3 ET: qT: ********* ****"
(HTET/HTA)

() RTTFT at at.***********'T ..I (HTETFITFATA)

(T) HTCT gFT5 ****** **********..I (9O1H:/T6TC:)

aU: (T)

53 15

16. TYTaY aRET auraf-

17. HTTAE HTH TeJTT >qaiF4oT TeReT-

18. H3TT: 3T ar araT HATT TIF

*********************|
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...."******"*************"*************************

TH ********************************************

19. HTT: 3TTYTT raT FT IA

Tg (v). TETTI TOT V: (vi).. . Tl7T:| H VH (vii)... 37TY JE

(viii).. ...I GTBTGdooT (ix)...... . TeH 3YR 3ITPIFH| STT: G FAT (X)....

HT- HE, TEFT, FHAT, FTFAA, TE, fHYT, HHurT,3YTY:, HTGRYG, IEH
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Jharkhand council ofEducational Research and Training, Ranchi ( Jharkhand)

ectuaf yiT 2021-2022

Second Terminal Examination -2021-2022

Model Question Paper

H-3(Set-3)

fuy- Hpd YUtgs- 40
(F.M- 40)

H44-1:30 aCT

(Time-1:30 hours)
cell-12

(Class-12) (Sub-Sanskrit)

3 3i ferffaI

GUG-

2

x5 100

1. Ya: cofT Ha:?

5. URERTYTH 3TCBtsq?

7.YTHTYTAOR: ch: ?
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EUS-

15

.1:+3HI6H

I. +TTA:
9. H-fd pdg-

10. HHTYG TCTRGTI-

.HHT HRIUÍ YHITR:

T. TSIHT YTTCHT HHIR:

11. faEu ARET

.THITU
T.HIE:

12. 18T3fAaTE fArT xaaTRHIA u|

- Arfsfd (ÍBHIEYIT, TEHICTYRI,TEHITY)

(TUT, TuT, JUTRID

13. p-uri HAT/fayu frag
co. + crdT
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14.3aiTu: raTRIAIART
-|

(Tita/YdlT)
(To/ Tatc)?

GUG-T

ayi 7rui TAT-ATq 3TRTdI fTE-g- 5x3
=

15

15. 05RTË TYTHIETd uf 3dEui fere-T

16. 3feTeeaaery bHTU YHH 37arera ak: afRTe

.TE
17. ucTATHÍ TEYTT 7TETRI ATRY auHTAy porg

(RTHYE TUITRY 3{TtTOT, HTqYTHH, TICTT,

TirsH AT, TTCDT4HITHRA, HH, HECIG4
gTyT4,Fradutd,Tq)
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H:-1. -- ?

RTtHT -2.

HR:-c5u, fi qH 7 TTdT ?

H -3.

HR-4.-

H: 5.

(TT-TRTCDR, 4THT, KETET, HYCFT, FUT

HRil, AsTH, ToT:, RIATCY, HEIRTTRIA, 1RTaciTRT

1. -- 3HTHtqI 2. ----- 3Ha: 3Gd:| 3. -----

Tdtd I ZET 4HA: 5. ----- TTAT:| ETRICY: 6. -

cbTClTR PYHa SIID: 10. ------ 7HaqL
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Jharkhand council of Educational Research and Training, Ranchi ( Jharkhand )

afaci Tafts qitT-2021-2022

Second Terminal Examination -2021-2022

Model Question Paper

HT-4 (Set-4)

UTT 40
(F.M- 40)

5HT-12 HHT- 1:30 erET

(Class-12) (Sub- Sanskrit) (Time-1:30 hours)

TRT HTA 3 3i5 fara di1

9 AT 5 3is faeffta *I

US-(5)

H HHTTT:19ia TaIATA 3HNIoT yutarrT dYaTH 25=10

1 fe HTUA HITA? TI T ATAIT ?

2. 5 7HT: ? AHTÍa feua I

3.37arYAd: H1aAT: Uraa F7 3HHrd ?
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6.T6TtrTATT" TO azcT: FYTTT HARIAÍ TATEITGT AT GTAH ?

7.TaT: fA HT? HHaT: pfA HT ?

3.5-15

8. afi god

()+
a)H+aRT:
(T) 5+ 2TH

9. He-fIG Td

(a) ATTsfa

10. FTH¥AYg Ted

(T) RTHTTTH 3HSCIoT HHIBN:

11.HTHTTRT tuE

(m)aaga-ta

(5)H . afr:1(6u))

(E)
(T)a

13. HYlGT Aty a fded
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(5)HHIS+3h

(a) +

(T) TOaq

14. 3fa facy faraT aFAIaTfa qrua-

(7) 3HE a: roilaorT I (TEETÍÀ /TAA)
(a)aTTrAT: J$ - TT/zTA:)

I(Tafa/rafra)

aUS- (T)

5 3-15

16. f EeaT TEaIA TTA-

17. HTSTA: 3AAA ar ArAT aTdteTT TYA

aH-f HFsa qof ?

ag7F-()

Aa-fHFpA Aata5foi 3i¥a ?
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ayat-(ii)

ara-(iv)

18. HTTF: 3fAAHdA HUifaraai F2 rraT :oar-
v:T 37ia fauHr: HTATFI qTFT ()

19. ATEH zA fTYTT: àRIET yiduTCuTI1

**** ************************|
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Jharkhand council of Educational Research and Training, Ranchi (Jharkhand)

afa Haes tT-2021-2022

Second Terminal Examination -2021-2022

HIST TRT-T

Model Question Paper

HE-5 (Set-5)

HHT- 1:30 TETTt 400

(F.M- 40)
T-12

(Time- 1:30 hours)(Sub-Sanskrit)(Class-12)

HTHTYAeeT

TRT FEAT 19 ti

TR HEYT 8 H 14 F7 TT 3HT T?7 À h 5 Tat 3AT

aUS ()

25-10

1.

2.

3. TATATT: FdAAFT 3tTT HTT yA H ?

4. 3H61T2T AeAT: TGGTRT Haloa?
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gTUTT TEHTGTA:ATER

728 TA 3TAIETq?

5.

6.

7. qT3T ?

US-

35-15

8.H1T 7bd-

(5)H+
+31T9

(T) +:

9. faE To-

(3T) 3tRUTA

10. HHETYG TEReT

(7) TUTT AIT HHIER:

() TH:T THUTT

(T)1T ATUTT HATETT:

11.HTHTTTTE

(5) HIGItANt

E)

12. 3far AHTTA HHGT NTAFIIAIA Ya

(75)1Ha: ---4T:I(a)
-3H4T: qAT: HTAI(fdaITTa)

(JT)-
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13. HHGT AGT aT RET-

(5) 37+37
() HET + T

(3T)getA

14. 3faAut:AFaFAII TYF

(7) H: hoccho- | (ISTT/1S1T)

Er) --| (3|EEANTA/JTEESTH:)

T) TTaNUFT TTR:TT.. I(3TH/3HTRi)

TUS-T

5 3 15

15. seaT yaarRATA TTA-

16. facrraIbaUSETHTÝ FTHTErÍ yA 3Tdaa-97 feua-

17.HTTG: 3fAAIa aTIA RraT aTaiGTY TYA-
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T- ()

19T-(i)

9T- (i)

T- (iv)

fT- (v)

18. HTT: 3fdAHceiT HUtaaai z4i qTAraT A: fdea-

Fq3JUa HT FA HATOTA:, IT ICET:T|

A, aEqH, TUTANIT, TT, TUgAIT|

19. 3TYTYFT ŽRISEY HTAYTqYA-
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JharKhand CuneiL tEluA Tenal Re Saareh and al h

Kaneh Char Khaud)

SeCond Tar m(nal Exqmenaen 2e 21-2022

Mealel uesliom aper

Sat-o
class- 12 Subjeet- URDU EMarks -4o T'me- I:30 hours

19 dl e

Sec-

2x S o

-To
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Sec. B

3xS 1S

13)

P-T.
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See C

Sx3 'Ss

1
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Jhar Khand CuneiL & Educat'mnl Re Senreh ano \mau'w'"{

Ranchihar Khand))

SeCond TmenaL Examinatom 2021-20

aberMooleL gueson aber

Set o
cuss 12 Subject-URDU FManrkS-y0 Tme- .30 heuo

Sec- A

(UD

2xS l6

2)
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Sec- B

ou So D uter dit
3xS- 1S

PT.o
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Sec - e

Sx31S

(17

O»eJL o,VJs (19
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Jhar Khend Council Elu Cational Researe ano 1ri nen

anchi Therkhand)

SeCond Te minal Examina en 2021 202

Mocla Questum pefe
Set- 03

css- 12 Sueet- URDU FMavks -Yo me|:30 hons

Sec AA

2xS l

cUsou LI,yla

T
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See-

3xS IS5

g»oriy'pt 0
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Sec-C

Sx3 S
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Jharkhand Cneil tdyeainmal ReSeaveh md rau'ntng

RenehiThar Khond )

Se Cand TQ m nal Exami'na uom 20 2 -22

Medel uesuon

Set

class-12 F MaYKs - 4o Tme-13ohmsSubjeet - URDU

Sec - A

2XS 1o

-To
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S uw

Sec

3S1S

r J
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Sec - C

Sx 1S
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Jhar khand CountiL 6duCUmal KeSeareh and lraui'ninj

Kanch Jhar Khand)

SeCond Termal Examna u'on 2021 2V

aheModel ueston faer

Set os

tMar ks - Yo TCme-: 3a hcus
CLass - l2 Subjeet- URDY

19 SUi
See- A

2-x S1o

2
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See 3

3xS 1S

(9)

P-To
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Sec- C

Sx31SS

(1
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